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Summary  
 
Experimental realization of semiconductor quantum dots with nontrivial geometry 
induced a whole sequence of theoretical problems connected with the definition of 
specificity of energy spectrum and wave functions in similar systems. Ellipsoidal and 
lens-shaped quantum dots are remarkable systems which as limiting cases can 
transformed to either quantum wells or quantum wires. In suggested article the results of 
investigation of electronic and optical properties of strongly and weakly oblated 
(prolated) ellipsoidal quantum dots, two- and three dimensional quantum lenses as well as 
falciform quantum dots are presented. Thus, interband optical absorption of light in the 
ensemble of quantum dots with geometrical sizes dispersion Gaussian distribution in one 
case and within the framework of Lifshitz-Slezov model in another case is considered. 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Modern methods of growth of semiconductor nanostructures like MBE, MOCVD, gas 
epitaxy, Stranski-Krastanov growth method etc. have become basic methods for 
experimental realization of quantum dots (QDs) of various geometric shapes. Spherical 
(Figure 1), pyramidal, ellipsoidal (Figure 2), lens-shaped (Figure 3, 4 and 5), layered 
and other QDs are objects of great attention both theorists and experimentalists. 
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Figure 1. Deformation of the spherical QD into a spheroidal QD: a) spherical QD, b) 
spheroidal QD. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Strongly oblated and strongly prolated ellipsoidal QDs. 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Cylindrical QD having thin lens-shaped cross-section. 
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Figure 4. a) Cylindrical QD having thin falciform cross-section, b) cross-section of a 

cylindrical QD. 

 
Figure 5. a) Thin ellipsoidal coated quantum lens, b) cross-section of a thin ellipsoidal 

coated quantum lens. 
 

It is caused by applied importance of the received results of the physical properties 
research of the specified systems in modern opto- and nano-electronics. For the direct 
applications of these structures in semiconductor devices of new generation it is 
necessary to carry out the detailed analysis of physical processes occurring in them. The 
various analytical exact and approached methods are developed for the theoretical 
description of physical processes in QDs on the one hand, and numerical methods with 
another. Thus, there is an interesting situation connected with that circumstance that 
more complicated geometry of QD allows control its energy spectrum more flexibly by 
means of size quantization (SQ). However, non-triviality of QD geometry leads to 
complication of the analytical description of physical processes occurring in them. 
Thus, the description of properties of charge carriers (CCs) in QD with non-trivial 
geometry dictates application of specific methods of the approached analytical 
description of the specified systems. One of such effective methods is the adiabatic 
approximation. 
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The method is used when QD geometry allows the specific separation of Hamiltonian to 
fast and slow subsystems. The similar situation arises in case of QD with the form of 
strongly oblated or prolated revolution ellipsoids. In the inverse case of ellipsoidal 
systems with the form a little different from spherical, the perturbation theory methods 
are effectively used, allowing reducing non-perturbated problem to spherical symmetric 
task, and the perturbation caused by QD spheroidicity − to consider as the small 
correction. 
 
Further investigations have shown that for understanding and modeling of QD 
electronic properties and their potential application, the problem of CC energy finding 
taking into account SQ, and also knowledge of possible optical transitions in them is 
essential. The mentioned circumstance in its turn depends in many respects on the 
external form and the sizes of QD, as well as on presence of external quantizing fields. 
Let's notice that theoretical and numerical modeling of physical processes in QD can 
stimulate creation of new structures and reduce number of the experiments necessary for 
construction of optimal structure of devices. Combination of SQ to external influence 
factors on system, first of all, external electrical and magnetic fields and caused by them 
quantization, allows to control the system dimensionality during the process of given 
nanostructure functioning. By other words, modern solid state physics is in the process 
of solving an important task: creation of materials with given in advance physical 
properties. For the realization of the mentioned task three basic ways can be noted: 
controlling the external shape of QD during growth process, controlling the process of 
confinement potential forming on the boundary of QD, and application of external 
electrical and magnetic fields. It is obvious that different combination of the mentioned 
methods can lead to desired optimal results. 
 
At present intensively investigated semiconductor nanostructures similar to 

1/ x xGaAs Ga Al As−  type structures. During QD growth as a result of diffusion the 
formed confinement potential in most cases with the high accuracy is approximated by 
parabolic potential. However, the effective parabolic potential can arise in QD also 
because of its external shape. In particular, it is related to both of strongly oblated 
(prolated) ellipsoidal QDs and thin quantum lenses (QL). Note that influence of QD 
shape on the formed potential is a result of application of geometrical adiabatic 
approximation. Adiabatic approximation application for theoretical calculations on the 
basis of significant difference of QD sizes in different geometrical directions is an 
effective method for obtaining analytical results and their comparison with experimental 
data. 
 
2. Electronic States in a Weakly Oblated (Prolated) Ellipsoidal QD (Impermeable 
Walls) 
 
In recent years there were many theoretical and experimental works devoted to 
ellipsoidal symmetry QDs, in particular, investigation of CC physical properties in QD 
with spheroidal shape (revolution ellipsoid a little different from sphere). For the first 
time the quantum mechanical problem of finding CC energy states in a weakly oblated 
(prolated) ellipsoidal quantum well in the framework of the first order perturbation 
theory is formulated and solved by Migdal for drop model of atomic nucleus. In the 
considered problem, the spherical quantum well with impermeable walls is exposed to a 
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small deformation (without volume change), taking the shape of weakly prolated or 
oblated revolution ellipsoid with semiaxes a b=  and c  (Figure 1). With development 
of the newest technologies of semiconductor nanostructures growth made it real an 
application of the solution of this problem for QD of the above mentioned spheroidal 
form. Let's notice that often in real structures during a spherical QD growth unavoidable 
deformation leads to the obtainment of exactly spheroidal QDs. Equation of QD 

boundary 
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0μ  is effective mass of the particle, and Δ  is Laplace operator. Thus, the problem of 
motion in the ellipsoidal well is reduced to the problem of motion in the spherical well. 
If the ellipsoid is a little differed from the sphere of radius ( )1 32

0R a c= , then V̂  can be 
considered as a small perturbation. Introducing the parameter of ellipsoidality 
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where , ,n l m  are main, orbital and magnetic quantum numbers (QN), correspondingly, 
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Distinctive result of CC spectrum in a QD with weakly expressed ellipsoidality is that 
the center of gravity of multiplet of energy states is not changed  
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in case of spherical QD deformation without volume change. By other words, 
corrections to the energy for different values of QNs are entered with different signs, in 
the result of which spectrum is rearranged and the center of gravity of multiplet is not 
shifted. It should be noted that the situation is dramatically changed in case of the 
presence of hydrogen-like impurity in the center of a spheroidal QD. In that case the 
correction to the CC energy in the first order of perturbation theory equals to zero. 
Nonzero correction is arises only in the second order of perturbation theory, which is 
the result of size and Coulomb quantizations concurrence. 

3. The model of finite deep rectangular ellipsoidal well 
 
As it has been mentioned above the considered ellipsoidal QD is actual by the fact that 
as a result of deformation during the QD growth small deviations of QD external shape 
purely spherical are inevitable. From the geometrical point of view, revolution 
ellipsoids possess two parameters (semiaxes a  and c ), which represent itself as control 
levers for CC spectrum instead of one (radius 0R ) in case of sphere. It is necessary to 
take into account potential difference finiteness inside and outside of QD to make the 
task closer to the real one. The first step towards the mentioned direction is 
consideration of a finite potential well case, which confinement has the following form 

( ) 0

0 0

0;
;

r R
U r

U r R
≤⎧

= ⎨ >⎩
  (6) 

where 0U  is the height of the well. In this case the energy correction in the first order of 
perturbation theory is defined by the following formula, 
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where 
0
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r
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∞

= ∫ , 1,2
1,23
βα
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= , 1nlR  and 2nlR  are radial parts of wave function 

(WF), inside and outside of QD, correspondingly. 
 
As it has already been mentioned above, the correction to the energy levels is linearly 
depends on the parameter of ellipsoidality β . The sign of correction depends not only 
on the sign of β  but also on concrete QNs and more likely on their combination. It 
should be noted that as in the case of infinity deep well, correction to the ground state 
energy ( 0l m= = ) is turned out zero. Also note that consideration of small ellipsoidality 
leads to the incomplete removal of energy degeneracy by QN m  (double degeneracy of 
energetic levels remains the same). Numerical calculations for 1/ x xGaAs Ga Al As−  
structure are represented, where x  is Al  concentration: 1 00.067mμ = , 

( )2 00.067 0,083x mμ = + , 0m  is free electron mass. The considered calculations are 
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presented in the units of effective Rydberg energy 
2

R 2
1 B2

E
aμ

= , where Ba  is the Bohr 

effective radius. For the selected structure the mentioned quantities are 
R B5.275meV, 104ÅE a= = . Figure 6 represents the dependence of correction 11EΔ  on 

the radius of QD in case of parameters of ellipsoidality 0.1β =  and 0.25β = . It can be 
seen from figure that for large values of radius 11EΔ  tends to zero. 
 

 
Figure 6. Dependence of the energy correction 110EΔ  on the QD radius for various values 

of parameter of ellipsoidality β . 
 
Decreasing of QD radius leads to correction increasing, and after getting its maximal 
value, it dramatically decreases. Note, that ( )11,max R0.25 4.469E EβΔ = = , 

( )11,max R0.1 1.787E EβΔ = =  is corresponding to the radius value 0,max B0.454r a= . It is 
explained by the fact that in case of large values of radius the particle is localized far 
away from the walls of QD, which influence is weak. In case of smaller values of 
radius, ellipsoidality contribution increases. 
 
 However, further decreasing of radius leads to the localization of the particle outside of 
QD and, naturally, boundary ellipsoidality weaker affected the CC energy. Similar 
situation arises in QD in case of solving the problem of finding binding energy in the 
Coulomb field.  
 
Note that in case of  1 2μ μ≠  the same results are obtained with shifted to top curves, 
which is explained by the contribution of CC effective masses difference. 
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